Report

On

SURVEY CAMP-2015

Department of Civil Engineering

Department of Civil Engineering conducted a six days Survey Camp for 2nd year students of Civil Engineering successfully from 27 Feb 2015 to 04 March 2015 as the compulsory part of the University academic curriculum for 4th semester (Civil Engineering).

This camp was aimed to groom civil engineering students with essential knowledge and exposure to the real work, and to encourage leadership and teamwork skills. This survey camp resulted in encouraging and supporting students, emerging as leaders in several areas of academic provision.

The six days camp was divided into two phase in 1st phase 4 days were for field work at Chandwaji and in 2nd phase 2 days for Calculation, Result analysis, Presentation and closing ceremony at University Campus. Students were divided into 08 groups of 10 -11 students monitored by faculty coordinator. During four days of field work students were also engaged in social activity.

In the camp all the students of Civil Engineering Department learnt all the technical aspect which is required in Surveying. 8 exercises were performed in 4 days. The day wise schedule was provided to the students and faculty co-coordinators. From 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. students were engaged in performing exercises in time schedule. Students also went in the village to motivate people about vote power and visit nearby school to encourage children about what they can do for a bright future. They also distributed prizes to school students like stationary items e.g. Pen, notebook etc., for the correct answer in activity which they participated. On 03rd march students completed their calculation work, which was a complete 1 day work. On 04th, group wise viva and presentation was
checked by the faculty members of department. The best 2 groups were chosen out on the basis of their performance, knowledge gained and activities performed. Individual student round was also taken in which 3 best students were picked up for their outstanding performance. At last closing ceremony of Survey camp was done where all the students were addressed and encouraged by Dr. K.K.S. Bhatia (President PU). External Judges Mr. Charan Singh Choudhary was invited as jury for the evaluation of best group and student of Survey Camp. Department is thankful to University for their approval and guidance in conducting this camp successfully and to the active participation of students during the camp and closing ceremony of camp.